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A beautiful metropolitan country strewn with some breath-robbing amenities, hair-raising thrills and
exotic restaurants & markets, Singapore is one country you must visit before the world ends on
21.12.2012. Singapore tour package has caught up the fancy of millions of tourists from every part
of the globe because of the economy and comprehensive entertainment. Your package for
Singapore is enough to make you go crazy one last time.

If there is one holiday that you must make before the Doomsday Prophecy then let that be spent
with your loved ones (friends, family, kids and spouse) on the fabulous nation of Singapore that
grandly lies in the climate-friendly zone in south-east Asia. Singaporeâ€™s popularity has been growing
like mushrooms (too fast to take note) and itâ€™s no surprise since the pleasant country has so much to
offer right from beaches to monuments, from churches to temples, from theatres to malls, from
wildlife parks to Sky Park. Take the packages to Singapore and experience a lifetime of delight. A
brief glimpse is provided below:

Sightseeing in Singapore: When you are over with your marveling at the resplendence of the
country, you can use the Singapore tour package to explore the length & breadth of its enrapturing
beaches. Sentosa Island is a hot beach destination and has carved out some popular beaches that
offer sun, sand, surf, waves, wind and plenty of sporting action. Tanjong Beach offers sedateness
and solitude to tug at your nostalgic heart.

Sentosa Island is also popular for its many museums and buildings that have stood the test of time.
History seems to come alive as you walk through this picturesque town and get soaked in its rich
history and warm coffee. Using the package for Singapore, you must also visit the countryâ€™s most
famous landmark namely the Statue of Merlion which depicts a creature having half the body of a
lion and half of a fish.

Then there are places like Keppel Bay which offers recreation beside a famous bay. Sister Islands is
another big hit since it is a natural coral reef.

Thrills and chills: Other interesting places are Jurong Bird Park and Singapore Zoo especially for
lovers of nature and animals. Packages to Singapore also allow you to get a taste of night safari
which can be nail-biting. For some real sky-kissing chill, you must sit on the Singapore Flyer at the
Marina Barrage or take a sky walk at SkyPark which will set your date with the smoky clouds.

Stay and food: Tour package Singapore ensures that your stay is comfortable at luxurious resorts &
hotels and you get to satisfy your stomachs in those lavish, posh restaurants in between shopping.
Overall, a package for Singapore is extremely enticing just before saying adieu as the Mayan
prophecy draws closer. Let Singapore be your last hurrah!
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Ajay Kumar - About Author:
Hungry Bags is a reputed tour provider that offers exclusive a packages to Singapore, cheap a
Singapore package tour and a comprehensive a package for Singapore so that your holiday is a
hassle-free and enjoyable one.
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